2	AN ASIDE
London theatre for more than a fortnight at a time, except
when some player made a personal success in them It was this
that distinguished his case from that of Wagner, who not only
delivered an equally smashing attack on the old fashioned
Italian opera houses but supplanted their repertories by his own
operas and music dramas so completely that at last no one
would pay a penny to hear Lucrezia Borgia or Semiramide
whilst money poured in for Lohengrin, Die Meistersmger,
Tristan, and even for The Ring Wagner conquered and took
possession Ibsen passed like a tornado and left nothing behind
but rum When I say that he made even Shakespear con-
temptible to inveterate Shakespeareans like myself his effect on
the standing of lesser playwrights may be imagined They
began to write unhappy plays, and, worse still, embittered
plays They lost their ease of handling and their sense of
humor They became a prey to doubts and compunctions
which they could not define above all, they lost their lightness
of heart, without which nothing can succeed in the theatre
except illiterate sob-stuff and police sensation And the ground
lost in this way was not occupied by Ibsen, who soon seemed
as extinct as the least lucky of the playwrights he had destroyed
And so the drama in London went staggering about crazily
for fifteen years Everybody wanted a new drama of Ib&eman
novelty and importance, but pleasant and with plenty of
laughs at the right side of the mouth No such drama was
forthcoming at the West End theatres The playwrights were
all shellshocked bv the Norwegian broadside
There was, however, one notable exception, and that was no
less a person than myself Ibsen had not shocked me in the k ast
Why was I immune'* Because an earlier enchanter had taken
me far outside the bounds of middle class idealism within which
Ibsen's bombshells were deadly I am not by nature a good
bourgeois any more than Shelley was, and I was a strong
Shelleyan long before I ever heard of Ibsen from Wilham
Archer And long after Shelley and yet still longer before Ibsen,
came Karl Marx, whose indictment of bourgeois civilization,
based wholly on English facts, utterly destroyed its high moial

